**Track tramples Tufts and Williams, stretches unbeaten streak to 24**

By Arthur Lee

"It was easy.

Three weeks were all MIT track coach Gordon Kelly needed to sum up the Engineers' winning of Tufts and Williams last Saturday at the Athletic Center.

The squad added its unbeaten streak to 23 in dual and tri-meet competitions by posting a score of 100 to Tufts' 44 and Williams' 26.

The Big Guys on the team certainly made it easy.

Co-captain Pat Prisop '85, Greg Priscop '85, and Bill Kelly '85 combined their efforts to take first, second, and fourth place, respectively. Prisop threw a 51'-8" while Priscop took second with a throw of 49'-11". "My buddy Kelly went for it and I feel he should have won," Prisop said.

"My back feels fine," said Prisop on his recent outstanding performance. Prisop won the shot put with a second-the-effort by putting his shot at 43'-1-1/2", Chris Mercuri '84 opted for third place with a distance of 42'-6-1/4".

Ed Freeman '86 took third place in the long jump with his 20'-6-3/4". Teammate Joe Peters '85 captured fourth at 20'-2". Co-captain Ron Smith '85 leaped over six feet to a single bound in the high jumping department. Joe Allman '88 cleared 5'-10" fouh place.

Kirk Bouty '85 triple jumped his way to a second place with a distance of 46'-8-1/4", Ed Martin '85 took third with 40'-2" in the same event. The MIT pole vaulters had a field day at the meet, sweeping the event. Russ Driver '86 jumped himself over 11'-6" to a 9'-8" second place finish. Roger Carpenter's height of 12'-6". Hugh Ekberg '84, Chris Carilli G., and Joshua Tanshirt GR. fourth place with his 10'-6". Running the 1900-meter was no problem for Gordon Hotteman '84. He posted a commanding win with a time of 4:02.4. Teammate Rod Hissman '83 followed closely in at 4:12.3.

Tufts won the 50-meter hurdles, but MIT took the rest of the events. Brian Scullin '87 flew in at 8.34 seconds, Pole-vaulter Dyer followed with 8.57 seconds, and Vann Ross '87 bounded into fourth place with his 8.64 seconds.

Dave Lin '85 clicked in with a winning time in the 400-meter run with a 51.59 seconds. Mike Hannan '82 followed closely with 52.17 seconds for second place.

Dave Richards '86 was the lone winner in the 100-meter run from the squad. He posted a time of 10.63. A similar thing happened in the 50-meter dash. Feifer was the only one to place in the event. He posted a second-place time of 6.72 seconds.

Co-captain Smith struck again for MIT in the 800-meter run. He became everyone with a time of 1:54.15.

---

**Graduate Management Study in Israel**

Boston University and Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

**Master of Science in Management**

Full-time study in Israel — one year program
Tught in English — Full Campus facilities

Learn about this exciting educational venture at the open meeting

**Monday, Feb. 4, 7-9 pm**
Boston University George Sherman Union 775 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, MA Room 315

**Tuesday, Feb. 5, 7-9 pm**
Harvard University Phillips Brooks House Cambridge, MA Harvard Yard Parlour A

**Refresments will be served.**
For information about the open meeting and a copy of the Program Booklet call:

(617) 353-2987

or write:
Director, Graduate Program in Israel
Boston University Metropolitan College
755 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

---

**Back to School Stationary Checklist**

- A-Z Indexes
- Subject Indexes
- Report Covers
- Sheet Protectors
- Pad Holders
- Note, letter or legal
- Acco Binders
- Ring Binders
- Shone Notebooks
- Quadrille Pads
- Notebook Filler paper
- Duo Tung Covers
- Thesis Paper
- Typewriter Ribbons
- Ticket Cleaners
- Etonor's Typing Paper
- Computer Books
- Clip Boards
- Note, letter, legal
- Coil Envelopes
- Jiffy Bags
- Avery Labels
- Paper Clips
- Art Supplies
- Data Binders
- National or Acco
- Masking Tape
- Brief Cables
- Note Cover
- Book Covers
- Paper Punches
- Book Rings
- Panavite
- Rubber Cement
- Bull Dog Clips
- Pencil Sharpeners

---

**Sports**

Frisbee researchers discover anti-gravity disc in the New Athletic Center.

**Frisbee club to meet Rode Boys**

By Ellen L. Spero

The 1983 World Champion Ultimate Frisbee team, the Rode Boys, will take on the MIT Frisbee Club in an exhibition match tonight at 7:30 pm on the second floor of the Athletic Center.

The Rode Boys will give a short demonstration of the fundamental skills of Ultimate prior to the game.

The Boston-based Rode Boys has been around since 1980, according to MIT captain Frank Kelly '86. The Rode Boys have been playing individually for seven or 10 years each, he said.

The frisbee club, which has maintained a winning season this fall, has been a "serious" team since 1982, Kelly said. It finished seventh in the Northeast Region this fall, and Kelly anticipates the team's going to the nationals this spring. The top three teams from the Northeast Region were to the nationals this fall.

Ultimate frisbee is a passing game in which the objective is to throw a frisbee to teammates until one catches the disc in the end zone. The space is conducted on an honor system. The first ultimate game was played in Maplewood, NJ in the spring of 1969.

Members of the frisbee club are Dave Dallies '82, George Spigel '82, Richard Berger '85, Matt Port '85, Rose Walter '85, Dan Dobry '86, Ravi, Reuben Saba '85, Bill Dyer '86, Tom Kiley '86, Dave Duvic '86, Kirk Johnson '88, Sandy Lippas '88, Chris Carilli G., and Joshua Tanshirt GR.

Athletic cards are necessary to attend the exhibition.

---

**Scotch Tape. Complete Line of all 3M products.**

- Ring Memo Books
- Teacher's Pam Books
- Accounting Ledgers
- Paper Binders
- Rulers, Plastic, Wood or Metal. 6"-30"
- Ink, Shefletor and Parker
- Letter Boxes
- Letter Trays
- File Cabinets
- Tidy Desk
- Cork Bulletin Boards
- Desk Pads.
- Envelopes, Regular or Air Mail.
- Pencils, Fiber, and ballpoints.
- Schoeller, Cross, Pilot, Lindy, Papermate, Bc, Pail, Scripio, Mont Blanc
- Washable Baskets
- Electric Pencil Sharpeners
- Social Stationary
- Picture Folders
- Photo Albums
- Mechanical Pencils
- Home Files
- Twin...